
FUTURE FIT. 

 

Dear  

I am writing to you as town clerk, on behalf of Shropshire, Telford and Wrekin Defend our 

NHS.  This is a critical time in the future of our health services.  You have probably heard the 

news that Future Fit – delayed for years – is finally being progressed, with a 12 week public 

consultation due to start next month. 

In Defend Our NHS, we have strong concerns about Future Fit. We are writing to you to 

ask if your council would like further information about Future Fit. We would be delighted 

to send a speaker to meet with Councillors (or indeed with members of the public in your 

area). We would also be very happy to debate with the Future Fit team, if you are 

arranging a meeting with them. We believe that this consultation needs to be a well-

informed one, not a ‘tick box’ exercise. 

Why are we concerned?  

The Future Fit ‘preferred option’ will mean the closure of the A&E and Women’s and 

Children’s at Telford’s Princess Royal Hospital, and the closure of Planned Care (routine 

surgery and treatment) at the Royal Shrewsbury Hospital. We all lose out, with reduced 

access to healthcare. If it’s the other way round, with Shrewsbury losing the A&E and 

Telford losing Planned Care – still, we all lose out. 

Future Fit is about more pressure on the A&E that is left, and on the ambulance service. 

Future Fit is also about deep cuts to hospital staff and services (with 300 fewer nurses, for 

example); and a reduction in the number of medical beds. The claim is of patients being 

treated in the community instead – but community NHS services and social care are already 

facing cuts of their own. Even that £312 million of ‘new investment’ for Future Fit is nothing 

to celebrate. It is a loan, not a gift, and will have to be repaid with interest. Part of it will be 

from a private funding scheme similar to PFI. And it is funding for hospital buildings – but 

those buildings will provide less patient care. Future Fit is about NHS cuts – and for some of 

us, those cuts will cost lives. 

We believe the NHS must meet patients’ needs. In our area - 3½ times the size of Greater 

London – a single A&E and a single acute hospital cannot be enough. And the 

‘Shrewsbury versus Telford’ battle that health leaders expect to see is divisive and 

destructive. We need BOTH our A&Es, BOTH our hospitals – and an end to the NHS cuts 

that are eroding local healthcare. 

We look forward to hearing from you. Please contact me on this email if you would like to 

arrange a meeting for Councillors, or if you would like any further information. 

Linda Senior 

 


